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Grand unification ideast2' were proposed long before the 

experimental confirmation of the standard SU(2) x U(l)y model['] as 
L 

the most viable candidate describing "low-energy" electroweak 

phenomena. The most popular and, certainly, most economical grand 

unified theories are SU(5)[31 and SO(10) .I4] There are good reasons, 

such as the approximate agreement of the measured value of sin2iw with 

the theoretical expectations and the economical assignment of known 

fermions to SU(5) representations, to take the grand-unification idea 

very seriously. However, there are also well-known difficulties, in 

particular the large number of arbitrary parameters and especially the 

lack of a credible scenario of spontaneous symmetry breaking. Further- 

more, it requires a rather bold extrapolation of thirteen orders of 

magnitude, from - 80 GeV to - 10'' GeV with relatively little new 

phenomena in between. 

Given this situation, it may be of importance to carefully 

examine less ambitious alternatives. I shall describe here a recent 

work done in collaboration with J.D. Bjorken and A. ~uras'~] related 

to such alternatives. We assume that at some distance scale, not too 

many orders of magnitude less than the compton wavelength of inter- 

mediate bosons W' and zO,  the SU(3)c x SU(2)L x U(l),, gauge theory, 

characterized by three coupling constants, becomes embedded in a 

gauge theory G x GW characterized by only two coupling constants, s 
and gW. The strong group GS and weak group GW are assumed each to be 

either simple or pseudo-simple i.e. a direct product of simple groups 

with identical coupling strengths. We call such a possibility petite 

unification. Any subsequent unification of the strong force with the 

weak at still shorter distances we shall leave unconsidered. 

We adopt.here a "building-up" procedure, that is to say we use 

the available inputs from the "low-energy" theory 
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SU(3)c x SU(2) x U(1) to restrict the choices of GS and GW. The 
L Y 

inputs we use are the experimental value of sin2eW and the known 

fermion representations. We found that the choices of GW are quite 
4 

restricted. The smallest acceptable GW turns out to be [SU(2)] . 
We also found that the most efficient choice of a strong group is 

SU(4) built & & Pati and Salam,[61 which is the simplest case for 
which the electroweak U(l)y generator is a linear combination of both 

G and G generators. Furthermore, leptons provide the fourth color s W 
degree of freedom achieving thus an early quark-lepton unification. 

We then examine in some details the phenomenology of the minimal 
4 

petite unification model SU(4) x [SU(2)] . In particular we look into 

rare transitions such as KL + ue which are induced by the 

SU(4)/SU(3)c x U(l)S leptoquark gauge bosons (U(l)S is a subgroup of 

SU(4)). Interesting bounds (upper and lower) on leptoquark masses 
2 

are found by combining rare decays with sin OW. The model also 

predicts the existence of heavy mirror fermions which are singlets 

under the first two SU(2)'s identified as SU(2)L x SU(2)* for 

ordinary fermions. 

1. Choices of GW 

2 2 
In this section, we derive a formula for sin iW(?lJTheo. in the 

general framework of G (g ) x G (g ) and compare it to the experimental 
2 2 

S S  W W  
value sin eW($)exp. . This comparison serves to restrict the 

choices of possible weak groups GW. 

We assume the following symmetry breaking pat5ern: 
M - M 

G (g ) x G (g  ) --b SU(3)c(g3) x ~ ~ ( g ~ )  GW(gW) - S S  W W  
% 

SU(3)c(gs) x SU(2IL(g2) X U(lIy(g8) -- SU(3Ic t'(1)if.A. To 

simplify the discussion, we specialize to the so-called "unlocked" 

case where the electroweak SU(2IL is one of the unbroken subgroups oi 

GW. 
The generators of U(l)e.m. and U(l)p, Q and T respectively, are 

given by 



- - 
where CW E GW, ?PIS E GS. For an adjoint representation of GW (the 

gauge bosons of GW) or any representation which is singlet under - 

GSp the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 1 . b  is inoperative. 

It is easy to obtain 

Equation 2 is used below in the search for the appropriate G groups. 
2 2 2  2 2  W 

Using the definition sin ~~(4) - e (%)/g2(%) and the 

evolution equations for g2, g', g3 and zs, we can derive 

2 2 sin eW(4) = sin2e; 1 1 - cS 

2 2 2 2 2  
where sin 6' W = [I + 1 a c2 aW ]-I, C: E f Cis, a(%) E e (%)/in, 

2 2 2 - 
aS(4) g:(4) /4np K = bl - (z Caw)b2 - cSb3, K' = CS(b - b3), 

* 3 with bi and b being coefficients of gi in the relevant renormalization 

group Bi function. Equation 3 is very reminescent of the Georgi- ' 

~uinn-Weinberg['] formula with two diferences. The first one is the - 
2 2 2 

fact that sin 6; E TrTjL/TrQ only applies to representations which - - 
are singlets under GS. The second one is the presence of the term 
2 2 2 CSa(b$)/aS(M,$ which represents the possibility that the electroveak 

U(1) resides partly in the strong group GS. Y 
Since we arc interested in the mass scale range ?I 10~" GeV - 

and M 300 GeV - a few TeV, the quantity inside ,. the curly brackets 

of Eq. 3 is more sensitive to the term C a( L)/a ( '1. Denoting 
2 s 3 sn, 

that quantity by R (i.e. sin 8 ) = R sin $'), W we found 



2 R ' 0.95, 0.85, 0.65 for CS = 116, 213, 813 respectively. We notice 
2 

in passing that CS = 116, 813 corresponds to the case in which there 
2 

are higher charged fermions while CS = 213 accomodates conventionally 

charged quarks and leptons. Experimentally. sin2eW(<) E 0.22 f 0.011. 

Consequently, only gauge groups which satisfy 

0.23 < sin2$ < 0.30 for C: = 116. 213 , 

2 0.30 < sin 8; < 0.4 for C: = 813 9 

will be considered. 

We now derive sin2o0 - = (TrTgL/TrQ 2 2 )adj. within the framework of 
\ k  

GW = I SU(N) . We obtain the following results. 

i.) Gauge bosons with charges f3 or higher are not allowed. 

Indeed, for k = 1, l ~ ~ ~ ~ l  = 3, N > 4, 
adJ 

sin2@' W C 112 - (8/~)]-~ 1/10. Q:;; is the highest charge 

of the gauge bosons. 

ii.) There can only be at most two doubly charged gauge bosons. 
I maxi 

In particular, for k = 1, 
2 

Qadj; = 2, h. 2 3, sin e i  = 0.25. 

With four or more doubly charged gauge bosons, sin2!; < 0.20. 
max 

iii.) For k = 1, (qadjl = 1, NZ 2, we derive 

2/N 4 sin28i 1211 - (~IN)I-~ N even , (5.a) 

2 
ZN/(S~ - 1) c sin 6; =Z [2(1 - (l/~)]-I N odd . ( 5 . b )  

2 .  Notice that for k = 1, N = 2, i.e. GW = SU(2). sin r; = 1. Also for 

Gy = [su(s)]~ with permutation symmetry assumed, one obtains 

2 2 
sin 6; =(l/k)sin 8; . I = 

More general cases can be found in Ref. 5 .  We see that in the case of 



4 SU(2) we need k = 4 i.e. G1J = [SU(2)] in order to obtain a reason- 
2 able value for sin 8; which is here equal to 114.  Since' the upper 

2 bound of sin 8' is always less than or equal to one, we can see that 
k 

for Gw = [SU(N)] with IQ:;;~ = 1, the maximum number of factors 

allowed is k = 4. Notice that within our framework of petite 

unification, it is hard to accomodate the case G = [su(2)12 since 
2 W 

here sin 0; = 112 and we would need a partial unification mass of the 

2 order - 1012 GeV in order to have the correct value for sin B L ( ~ ) .  
2 4 The G groups which give sin 8; = 114 are [SU(2)] , W 

[su(3)13, [SU(~) l2 and SU(8) for N 8. Other groups which satisfy 

the constraints (4.a,b) can be found in Ref. 5. It turns out that 

when we include fermions, many of these groups are themselves ruled 

out. In what follows, we shall discuss in more details the most 

minimal one (in a sense of gauge groups) among them, namely 
4 

'G, = [SU(2)] . 

2. Choices of GS 

What could GS be? If Gs were just SC(3)c, sin2.\ i T~T:~/T~Q' 

would apply to representations of GW, fermions and gauge bosons. 
Since fermions and gauge bosons should give the same sin2i; in this 

case, we would need extra fermions with or without unconventional 

charges. To illustrate this point, let us take, as an example, 

G, = SU(3)c and GW = SU(3)W 3 SU(2)L x U(l)y. There are two cases. 

2 
i.) Q = 1 In this case, one obtains sin 6;ladj = 311. 

Furthermore quarks and leptons belong to 2 and 8 of SL'(3)k, 
respectively. There are extra charge - 1/3 quarks and charge 

2 
-1 leptons. This case is of no interest since sin 0; is 

too big. 
I max 

ii.) ,Qadj 1 = 2. As discussed earlier, this case, containing two 
2 doubly charged bosons, gives sin 6' = 114. Again, quarks 
W'adj 

E 2 and leptons E 8 of SU(3)W. In additi>on to quarks and 

leptons with conventional charges, there are chargc - : , '3 

' quarks and charge -2 leptons. 

The moral of the above example is that it is nicer to gencrnlizc 

SU(3) in order to have quark-lepton unification. Furthermore, our 

point of view is that, in the absence of strong interactions, quark> 



and leptons are indistinguishable with respect to the weak group G 
W' 

It turns out that the simplest extension of SU(3)c is S U ( 4 )  2 
Pati and ~alam'~] where leptons play the role of the fourth color. 

Therefore, we take GS = SU(4) and the petite unification group to be 

SU(4) x [SU(N) lk. The strong group SU(4) can be arranged to break 

down to SU(3)c x U(l)S. The generator of U(l)S which is the 15th 

generator of SU(4), T15, is proportional to B - L. In fact for a 

fermion representation which transforms as (4; N, 1, ..., 1) under 
SU(4) x [SU(N)]~, one has 

2 
where TrT15 = 112. The generator of U(l)y, To, is then given by 

2 
The quantity CS = 213 for this case. The fermion representation 

- 
(4; h', N, 1, ..., 1) gives C' = 813. It turns out that for weak groups 

2 
which give sin e i  = 114, Cis= 813 is unacceptable because it gives too 

2 
small a value for sin eW(Q. Furthennore this case gives rises to 

higher charge fermions. It also turns out that a more detailed study 

of the constraints on fermions reveals that many weak groups which 

satisfy the constraints (4.a,b) are ruled out. 

3. Minimal Petite Unification Model 

The minimal model[51 which we study in more details is 

GS x GW = SU(4) x SU(2)L x SU(2)R x S P ( ? ) L ,  x SC(2)R,. This model 
2 

gives sin 8; = 1/4 which upon using Eq. 3 predicts a value of 

consistent with experiment for the petite unification 

GeV. Fermions transform according to: 



5 = ( 4 ;  2, 1; 1, Y* = (Z; 1. 2; 1, 1lL; Y1 = (4; 1, 1; 2, I)=; 
Y"* = (z; 1, 1; 1, 2)L. Symbolically, 

and similarly for Y* and Y1* corresponding to SU(2)R and SC(2)R, 

respectively. Y(*) are ordinary fermions transforming non-triviallv 

under the left-right symmetric SU(2) x SU(2IR. A new feature emerges. L 
It is the existence of a "mirror" left-right symmetric gauge group 

(*I SU(2)L, X SU(2)R, and its "mirror" fermions Y '  . 
k'hy do we need the "mirror" fermions Y1(*)? It is because 

we want to have a correct sinLe;. In fact, from Eqs. (l.a,b) it is 

easy to derive 

Kotice, in passing, that Eq. 10 reduces to Eq. 2 for the weak gauge 

bosons. Using Eq. 10, it is easy to see that if we had only the 

ordinary fernions Y ( * ) ,  sin2@; = 112 in contradiction with the 

value obtained using the adjoint representation of GW. 

How heavy could the mirror fermions be? They must be heavy 

enough to escape detection and light enough - i.e. m < M with - 4 I '  
M being the scale of [SU(2)] breaking - to ensure the permutation 

4 
symmetry among the SU(2)'s when [SU(2)] is a good symmetry. It 

means that all the fermions (ordinary and "mirror") would have to 

contribute to the relevant renormalization group functions for 

q 2  >?. It is tlhen natural to expect the mirror fermions t o  

populate the mass range between 20 Gel1 to a few TeV's (see bclor; f o r  

more details on mass scale range). 



Even with this minimal model some new interesting physics can 

occur. The first one is rare transitions induced by leptoquark,gauge 

bosons which connect quarks to leptons. They are triplets under 

SU(3) and carry charges +2/3. In the breakdown of SU(4) to 
C 

SU(3)c x U(l)S, they gain masses of the order M. Of particular 

interest is the muon-number changing effective interactions for 

q2 << M ~ .  Making some kind of "kinship" hypothesis whereby one has 

(di, e-), (si, U-), ... with i = 1, 2, 3, the effective Lagrangian 

describing du + es is given by 

2 2 
where $7 GS = gS/2MG with g and MG (W) being the gauge coupling s 
constant of SU(4) and mass of the leptoquark gauge bosons respectively. 

A Fierz-Michel rearrangement of Eq. 11 given an effective Lagrangian 

describing ds + ue. We then use it to compute the branching 

ratio B ( 5  + ue). 

We compare B(5 + ue) with B(5 + u;). Using B(\ + pe) 
- 

< 2 x and B(KL + yp) = (9.1 t 1.8) x lo", we obtain the 

following bound 

where aS(MG) = gg(~G)/4n. According to our "minimal" petite 

unification scheme, aS(MG) = a3(MG) where a (M ) is the SU(3Ic 
3 G 

coupling constant. Using the evolution equation for a3 taking into 

account the effect of "mirror" fermion threshold, the bound (12) is 

translated into 

MG > 300 TeV , 

Not only do we have a lower bound on MC (%) from rare decays, but 

we also have an upper bound as well which comes from the experimental 
2 2 2 

value of sin bw(g); For M or MG too large, sin D ( ) W %' Theor. nt't 
agree with sin2tiW(~W)exp.. The upper bound on MG depends on 



- 
M (amass of WR, WL,, WR,). In fact, 

8 - 
MG < 10 GeV for M == 300 GeV . 

- 
MC < 1000 TeV for M 1 TeV - 10 TeV . 

Any value of M exceeding the bounds (14.a,b) is forbidden by 
2 2 G 

sin eW(MW)exp.. An interesting feature emerges. The bounds on 

MG imply a bounds on B(KL + Ue). The bound (l4.b) is of 

considerable interest since 300 TeV < MG < 1000 TeV implies 

This range of B(\ + ue) may be feasible experimentally. We make a 

plea to experimentalists to give some thoughts on how to improve the 

precision of these experiments. 

In our model as it stands, the proton is stable. However by 

complicating the Higgs system, it is in principle possible to generate 

proton decay in higher orders. 

Finally, I wish to say a few words about the "mirror" fermions. 

These "mirror" fermions are the exact duplicates of the ordinary 

fermions - same electric charges, same SU(4) interactions - except 
that they only have SU(2)L, x SU(2)R, weak gauge interactions. They 

+ 
do not couple directly to the electroweak Wi bosons. We have 

mentioned earlier that they may be expected to populate the mass range 

between 20 GeV to a few TeV's. How do we distinguish the lightest 

among the charged "mirror" fermions from its ordinary counterparts? 

Let us take for example E' to be the lightest charged "mirror" 
+ 

leptons. They could be produced in reactions like e+ + e- + E + E-. 
+ 

What distinguishes E- from just an ordinary heavy sequential lepton 

is the possibility that E' could live longer than one would expect 

from an ordinary weak decay. This could occur if there is no 

significant mixing between W[ and w:, which could be induced hy  n 

Higgs representation which transforms as a (2.2) under SF(?) w SC(?)*.,. L 
Other induced decays e.g. through a (2.2) Higgs exchange could be 

expected to be small if the Yukawa coupling is itself small. It 



would be interesting to see if the next heavy lepton (if any) is 

something new or just another sequential lepton. Similar 

considerations could be applied to "mirror" quarks as well. 

In summary, I have described here an attempt to fill up the 

desert, at least a few orders of magnitude beyond %. It remains 

to be seen if such a step is necessary but it is certainly worthwhile 

to contemplate effective theories describing various mass scales. 

Because of the lack of space 1 apologize for not beinz able to 

give a complete list of references which could be found in Ref. 5. 
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